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Old Loughtonians Hockey Club
Proposals for a
new viewing deck

DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT



Old Loughtonians Hockey Club is a 
community amateur sports club (CASC) 
open to all, welcoming adults and young 
people from all backgrounds.  

In its centenary year, it seeks to 
reconfigure its bars and match viewing 
facilities to improve accessibility and 
enjoyment for all members and visitors. 



CONTEXT

BARS
The club has two bars.  

The main bar is a large busy function hall serving players with post-match meals and 
refreshments.

The second bar is a smaller room accessed only via the main bar.  It could be a good 
quieter facility for parents, guests, young children and general visitors, but in practice it is 
rarely used because of the need to enter and traverse the main function hall to access it.



CONTEXT

VIEWING
The club has two main viewing areas for matches played on the primary pitch.  

The stepped terraces are adjacent to the primary pitch.   They are uncovered and some 
distance from the bars.  

The patio is a small viewing area, with indirect access to the bars via the front entrance 
doors and front lobby.   This area is also uncovered.   With the stepped terraces directly in 
its line-of-sight to the pitch, and no significant advantage in terms of access to the bars, it 
is relatively little-used.



PROPOSAL
LOCATION
The proposal is for a new covered viewing deck located immediately outside both the 
main bar and the second bar, with new glazed doors from both to give direct access.  

The location is a currently redundant unused paved area at low-level in front of the 
clubhouse.  The raised nature of the deck would transform this into a useful area, with 
clear unobstructed views of the primary pitch.



PROPOSAL

FLOW
The direct access from the deck to the bars via new glazed doors would transform the 
use of the smaller second bar.   Currently serving alcohol and bar snacks, this would 
change to become primarily a coffee bar.   It would now be easily accessible directly from 
the exterior, meaning that parents, small children, wheelchair users, guests and visitors 
would no longer have to make their way through the busy main players’ bar.

The new deck has been designed to improve and aid movement around the premises for 
all users, including parents with young children but particularly for people of reduced 
mobility.   Step-free access has been incorporated into the design all the way from the car 
parks to the deck.   The new glazed doors from the deck to the new coffee bar and the 
main bar will have level access with Part M wheelchair-accessible thresholds. 



PROPOSAL

USE
In its current form, accessed through the main bar, the second bar is relatively redundant and under-used.  
The new refurbished modern coffee bar will provide a significantly more welcoming and accessible 
environment for all non-playing users of the clubhouse, especially parents and general visitors.  

The covered deck will provide comfortable protected outdoor seating and standing space for match viewing 
in inclement weather.   Although intended for all users, this will be of particular benefit to non-players who 
can’t keep warm through activity, such as parents, grandparents, and people with reduced mobility.
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PROPOSAL
MATERIALS and APPEARANCE
Proposed materials (such as the brickwork, glazing components and rainwater goods) are all specified 
to match the existing examples elsewhere around the clubhouse.  

The low brickwork face is designed to be a continuation of the existing detail around the patio, and to 
provide a stable plinth appearance to anchor the existing clubhouse elevation.  The covered pergola 
structure on top continues thematically by being designed to be lightweight in appearance.



PLANNING

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Pre-application advice was sought and received from the planning department’s pre-app service.  The 
response was favourable and the proposals are considered to comply with all relevant policies.

The National Planning Policy Framework states that new buildings in the Green Belt are inappropriate, 
but there is an exception for “the provision of appropriate facilities...for outdoor sport...as long as the 
facilities preserve the openness of the Green Belt and do not conflict with the purposes of including land 
within it”.   It is considered that the proposals comply with this exception.

The proposals are a considerable distance from the nearest neighbours and would not impact on their 
living conditions.



CONCLUSION

WELCOMING and INCLUSIVE 
The proposals repurpose unused interior and exterior areas of the clubhouse to 
provide a new facility which is more attractive, welcoming and accessible to all.

In this way, it is hoped that the club can enhance its appeal to all sections of the 
local community.  If granted consent, the proposals will greatly contribute to the 
club’s existing efforts and planned new initiatives to attract new members and 
visitors of all ages, abilities and backgrounds.


